
The 8th Annual Good Friday Bash (aka Fish Wars)

Chapter Four….
Long ago in a sea far away, a rebel alliance was locked in a struggle of independence against the
Imperial Forces led by Jedi Master Gar Vader. 

Our young hero, Fluke Seawalker, the son of a good Jedi night, Aquarium Seawalker, has been
recruited to join the rebel alliance.   Unknown to young Fluke, the alliance leader Princess Fillet-a
is actually his twin sister.

After Fluke’s Aunt and Uncle are netted by the Imperial Forces, young Fluke must turn to his
mentor Obe Wan Kmahi-mahi.   Obe Wan attempts to teach young Fluke the ways of the Jedi,
and how to use a power they call “The Torsk”  Obe Wan is unsuccessful, so he sends Fluke to
the greatest of all Jedi instructors, Gobie.

Obe Wan, who professes the good side of “The Torsk”, and Gar Vader who embodies the bad
side meet in an epic battle of good versus evil.   In this battle, the evil side prevails, mostly
because Gar Vader is a real roughy.

Despite Gar Vaders attempt  to lure Fluke to the dark side of the Torsk, Fluke resists.  “I will only
use the Torsk for good, I will never turn to the dark side of the Torsk”, he mutters as Gar is about
to cut off one of his fins.  But just as all hope seems lost, Fluke is rescued by Princess Fillet-a and
swashbuckeling pilot Fin Sole.  Also aboard Fin’s Ship, the Millenium Flipper, is the Salmon,
Chewtuna.  

In a quiet moment after the rescue Fin and Fluke talk about Princess Fillet-a.  “You love Princess
Fillet-a don’t you Fluke?”, Fin asked.

“Yes, but not the way you mean.  There is something about her that I just can’t put my finger on.
Maybe it’s because I’m a fish and don’t have fingers.”  Fluke then turns to Fin and says,” What
about you, do you love Fillet-a?”.

“Yes I do, but it would never work out with her and I.”

“Why is that?”, Fluke asked, knowing that he really shouldn’t have.

“Because, if we were to marry her, that would make her Princess Fillet-a Sole!”

And of course Fluke knew why he shouldn’t have asked.

Our adventure now turns to the Planet Daygobye, where Fluke is studying under the Jedi Master
Gobie.   “Learn to use the Torsk, you must.  A great task lies before you.  This year’s Bash is
being guest hosted by Steve Decker, so travel to his house you must. Planet Earth, 1701 17th

Ave, Richfield, MN, USA, for the 8th Annual Good Friday Bash.  It will start about 6:30 PM (Don’t
be too late, the party may flounder, and Al will get crabby.)  Friday April 2nd, 1999.  Much to eat
there is......

Fish - and stuff to go with fish.
Always popular Tuna Salad.
“Everything but the Kitchen Sink” Seafood Chowder
World Famous Fish House Punch.
Stuff to soak up the punch in the punch.
Other Stuff.

“A great challenge it is.  All new food there is.  Al tells us there are no leftovers from last year (ya
right!)  One thing more to do, you must, RSVP to Al at 690-0110, or at work at 297-5250 no later
than Monday, March 29, 1999.”

“I am ready for this challenge Master Gobie”, boasts Fluke.

“Then, ‘May the Torsk be with you’”


